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Abstract: Under the background of full coverage of regulatory plan, the consistency research of land usage and transportation partition under a regulatory plan has been increasing, and there are also related researches covering their formulation, management and implementation aspects. This paper, from space perspective, analyzes the consistency of space division under full coverage of regulatory plan and transportation partition. The following aspects will be covered in this paper: First, to analyze the internal logic between space division and transportation partition; second, their consistency effect will be discussed further at three levels (area, management unit, and block); finally, this paper will offer a consistency system at three levels: content, technology and scale. Based on this, a theoretical support for the consistency analysis of space division under full coverage of regulatory plan and transportation partition will be provided.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Currently, many cities are under the rapid development of outward expansion, and land mass has been developed. Urban transportation is into a "crowded - easement - again crowded" vicious cycle, and land development and traffic appear uncoordinated, leading to excessive accumulation of urban functions, and continued deterioration in the urban environment.

Urban transportation and land development are coming along, and urban land usage is the source of the traffic demand forecast. Because there are different manifestations of land use, such as different levels of regulatory plan, control elements and indicators of content are different; so, the content of transportation planning also showed differences. Therefore, urban land use and urban transport need to achieve a synergetic development. For that we must put the land-use and transportation planning under the urban planning system. Expert did some research at all levels of urban planning such as contents, index, consistent expression etc. But the unity of space and the amount of research is very little. This article starts from the unity of both basic researches in order to provide the basis and foundation for further research.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Spatial Planning Division Under Full Coverage of Regulatory Plan

In recent years, the number of domestic research hierarchal control regulations has been increasing. Most of the cities have been divided into a mature mechanism. Shanghai, Guangzhou, and Nanjing have similar basic unit level planning division patches prepared for regulatory control, but its size, content and other aspects involved in planning has a great difference. Shanghai area planning division, which is prepared as the basis for regulatory control, can better control the implementation of the requirements of the host planning. Guangzhou, through a legal management system and two neighborhood control systems, has a regulatory plan with great flexibility and adaptability. Nanjing is a more practical example for the place, since from research to the deepened control over the content and preparation methods starting with local characteristics, it has the most common mode of preparation of regulatory control of the city [1-6].

The above table shows that six cities have been divided into three levels and two cities are divided into two levels. In order to study within the same context, the three levels of regulatory control are described as "Area – management unit - block".

2.2. Traffic Theory and Technology Research Partition

Domestic research on traffic partition is mainly focused on the nature of the land to be divided, according to some proposed land development characteristics corresponding to technical guidelines. Wang Xin [7] and others from the perspective of achieving a sustainable transportation, proposed theory of public transportation services in accordance with the city to gain public transport advantages of antiwar, bus and other individual coordinated development zones, such as advantages of three individual transportation development zones. From the social and economic viewpoint the basic principles of the proposed policy relies on the partition of land distribution and the distribution of three passengers. Tao [8], who proposed the macro-, meso- and micro-strategy for embodiment network partition system, suggested that the
zoning traffic study should focus on the city's transport policy including differentiated, integrated transport strategy and hierarchical traffic scheme. In summary, traffic partitioning of large area is divided into three following parts: transportation region, traffic in the area and traffic zone.

2.3. The Lack of Related Research

Regulatory plans of the space division and transportation partitioning already have their own relatively mature transport system. Full coverage of regulatory plan has been gradually mature. A number of scholars are also very thorough, providing a relatively complete system for transportation partitioning in transportation research. However, there are little studies on the combination of both areas. Although the planning stages of development, control regulations of a specific traffic, yet only superficially, since the words can't provide a basis for a regulatory plan at the division level. Lack of regulatory control is covered and controlled traffic has control indicators for the specific control over the content of more one-sided, so that each city in the division of space falls into a special traffic plan to control the depth and scope of a particular indicator that is not identical. The lack of appropriate control based on urban construction, results in the construction of a large number of detailed planning, which is sometimes even contradictory and impeding [9] the city's economic development. Previous studies focused on any one of these respective fields, i.e. a rare combination of traffic is discussed in the context of effects of traffic control regulations under a regulatory plan, but not the two have been studied at the same platform to find their relationship.

The role of regulatory plan is intermediate, because spatial dimensions are not uniform, leading to difficulty in implementation and guidance. Therefore, based on the space division and transportation district, the same traffic angles become the current problems to be solved.

3. THE CONSISTENCY OF RESEARCH ON LAND USE UNDER REGULATORY PLAN AND TRANSPORTATION PARTITIONING

According to the research, regulatory control is generally divided into three levels: area, management unit and block; and transportation partitioning is generally divided into three levels: traffic, traffic and traffic residential area. In the functional zoning terms, area and region correspond to traffic; from easy management division viewpoint, traffic management unit correspond to the region; from quantitative indicators viewpoint, divided land area corresponds to the traffic. Regulatory control space division (area, management unit, block) and traffic partitions (transportation region, traffic in the area and traffic zone) correspond to the division method.

This paper will illustrate the administrative levels, content, implementation technology and land scale aspect respectively, so as to study the consistency (Fig. 1) of control rules of space division and traffic partition.

3.1. Consistency at Administrative Levels

(1) Regulatory space division

The city is divided into appropriate scale, wiring clear planning and management unit that has become the core of the urban planning system in countries and regions. Preparation of regulatory control by dividing the space can be summed up as "Area - Snap - block". The three control contents have been divided according to the size and form of the results of the expression of difference [10].

(2) Transportation partition

Urban Transportation Planning Zoning is an important link. Urban transportation planning space partition is generally divided into three levels: a large area of traffic, traffic in residential areas and transportation. Three levels of research on traffic partition systems have different requirements of depth and breadth respectively.

(3) Consistency framework at administrative levels

By comparing both contents and principles of planning, drawing traffic control regulations and zoning space has been divided into three levels that have a certain relationship (Fig. 2).

3.2. Consistency of Content

(1) Content of regulatory plan

One of the factors at the level of regulatory control, the land development intensity has a significant impact on the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City Name</th>
<th>Basic preparation Area</th>
<th>Management of structural units</th>
<th>The basic indicators of the control unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Area</td>
<td>Neighborhood</td>
<td>Block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanghai</td>
<td>Planning Area</td>
<td>Neighborhood</td>
<td>Block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanjing</td>
<td>Planning Area</td>
<td>Plans unit</td>
<td>Block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hangzhou</td>
<td>Unit</td>
<td>Neighborhood</td>
<td>Block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jinan</td>
<td>Area</td>
<td>Neighborhood</td>
<td>Block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wuhan</td>
<td>Regulatory control Preparation Area</td>
<td>Control Compliance Management Unit</td>
<td>Block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guangzhou</td>
<td>Snap</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>Block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shenzhen</td>
<td>Development Unit</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>Block</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ratio of traffic generated for the floor area. Whether for business or financial sites or residential land, the greater the volume rate of the land development intensity, the bigger the corresponding block building area is, the more the resident population or workforce can accommodate. So, the more attractive the occurrence or the amount of land is, the increased the amount of traffic generated travels are.

(2) Content of traffic levels

Traffic level factors affecting the bearing capacity of transportation facilities have multiple aspects, including land use (land properties, land development intensity and layout), transportation facilities conditions (roads, buses, rail transportation, parking, etc.), travel characteristics (transportation construction, travel time and spatial distribution, etc.) etc. The traffic management planning needs to include all these aspects [11].

(3) Consistency framework of content

Land development control regulations, in the process of determining the strength of the index, should consider the impact of constraints on the control of traffic regulations at three levels (area, management unit, and block), besides estimating the degree of coordination between land use and transportation Fig. (3).

For the purpose of establishing coordination between land use and transportation, the coordination problem which is to be considered is achieving interactive feedback between the two.

3.3. Consistency of the Implemented Technology

(1) Impact factor of regulatory plan space division

Hierarchical control is divided into three plots, including area, management unit, and block, emphasizing the three levels of bi-layered mechanism to adjust the top-down, basic unit and bottom-up feedback to pass, while stressing that "Area - Management unit - block" time division should be considered at all levels of interaction mechanisms. The "top-down" control includes, area level and total major regulatory convergence, and the complete appropriate amount of binding targets. The basic unit of land as regulatory control indicator is used to measure the overall land use intensity index to determine land requirements. "Bottom-up" control mainly goes through a detailed reaction to the status quo situation "block".
Fig. (3). Consistency of regulatory plan hierarchy and transportation partition content. Source: drawn by the author.

Fig. (4). Consistency of regulatory plan space division and transportation partition System. Source: drawn by the author.
Table 2. Levels of regulatory plan for space division land size. Source: drawn by the author.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Area (km²)</th>
<th>Management unit (km²)</th>
<th>Block (ha)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>The new area 2-3</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Old area 0.8-1.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanghai</td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanjing</td>
<td>4-20</td>
<td>The new area 0.8-1</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Old area 0.2-0.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jinan</td>
<td>4-20</td>
<td>The new area 0.5-1</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Old area 0.3-0.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guangzhou</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hangzhou</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>The new area 0.5-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Old area 0.05-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wuhan</td>
<td>1.5-4</td>
<td>0.5-1</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Transportation partition at different levels and distance. Source: drawn by the author.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transportation Region</th>
<th>Traffic in the area</th>
<th>Traffic zone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Way to travel</td>
<td>Private car</td>
<td>Regular bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trip distance</td>
<td>6-20km</td>
<td>2-6km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel range</td>
<td>Long distance</td>
<td>Long distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Short distance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2) Impact factor of transportation partition

Transportation partition includes three levels: a large area of traffic, traffic in the area and traffic zone. The three levels follow a bottom-up delivery mechanisms, mainly based on the size of the traffic cell that is divide into traffic areas and traffic in the area. The nature of land, population size, natural landscape, road network density and administrative divisions will have some impact on traffic partition.

(3) Consistency research impact in space division and transportation partition factors

Based on the analysis results of correspondence between the level and scale of a three-level technical control regulations space division and traffic partition, there are three levels of the coupling technology system Fig. (4). Space is divided on one to one partition with a transportation technology system, providing more guidance for planning.

3.4. Consistency of the Land Size

(1) The land size of regulatory plan space division

First, Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Wuhan, Jinan, Nanjing and other cities were statistically divided in the land size of all levels of scale.

The land size division of the city at all levels has been broadly summarized in Table 2. The land size Area is mainly divided according to: function, to undertake a division of the Ribbon scale of the total regulatory plan; land size of management units of 2-4 km², easy to manage the appropriate-ness of the merger block; land division based development methods and management tools in the planning and implementation of further restructuring (merger into large pieces, or broken down into small chunks); and land size, which is usually 0.3-0.5 km².

(2) The land size of transportation partition

Area-level transportation planning clarifies the fast main road network structure and layout, which is mainly responsible for coinciding the long-distance travel and traffic in the region. The management of unit-level transportation planning for major trunk road network, includes a clear structure, layout etc., is mainly responsible for coinciding the long-distance travel and central traffic. The block-level is mainly responsible for coinciding the short-distance travel transportation planning and traffic zones.

According to the relationship between the radius of urban areas and activities: \( S = \pi R^2 \), so you can get different modes of transportation based on traffic partition: road network structure and layout etc. [12].

According to the 3 traffic laws resulted from the basic research on reasonable zoning district that Song Xiao dong put forward in 2007, a traffic zoning area should be a small, uniform size regular polygon, or nearly circular for the best [13]. Therefore, this article calculated a travel radius equivalent to a round area traffic partition, based on: different means of transportation, varying partition area, and follow the principle that taking a small general district does not take much traffic (Fig. 5).
Table 4. Radius calculated by transportation mode and urban land size. Source: Adapted from mohair roar of a tiger research travel characteristics of residents [D]. Beijing University doctoral dissertation, 2005.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode of transport</th>
<th>Walk (km/h)</th>
<th>Bicycle (km/h)</th>
<th>Buses (km/h)</th>
<th>Light Rail (km/h)</th>
<th>Subway (km/h)</th>
<th>Car (km/h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Travel speed</td>
<td>4-5</td>
<td>8-14</td>
<td>15-22</td>
<td>25-35</td>
<td>35-40</td>
<td>35-45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computing speed</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activities radius</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land size</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>511</td>
<td>668</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. (5). Travel radius relationship diagrams of the different modes of transportation. Source: drawn by the author.

Various modes of transportation have their best travel radius (Fig. 5). According to the survey, residents travel distance varies, for a variety of transport modes coexist as complementary advantages provided by the conditions. From the above study, it shows that at the area level, the regulatory control patches mainly in long-distance travel, the main way being private car to travel; at the management unit level, in the long-distance travel, the main way being buses and private cars to travel. At block level for short-distance travel, walking and cycling are the main way to travel.

(3) Consistency research of space division and transportation partition based on the land size.

Analyzing the relation between levels and contents, the coupling of space division and transportation partition is also apparent at the scale of land. The two mutually correspond with each other not only on the amount, but also in the scale, which is of much instructive significance for the regulatory planning (Fig. 6).

**CONCLUSION**

This paper starts research from consistency angle to analysis of related theories about space division and transportation partition under regulatory plan to drawing a conclusion that area, management unit and block are three scales of space division that correspond to the three scales of transportation partition at the levels of administration, content and technology. Furthermore, an in-depth analysis of the mechanisms and factors of space division and transportation partition at the regulatory level has been performed.
The consistency analysis fills the gap of the relationship study on space division and transportation partition under a regulatory plan. As a result, it provides a reliable guideline for further regulatory planning and for balancing a variety of factors affecting traffic control on implementation of a regulatory plan.
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